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THE LYCEUM COURSE

MISSIONARY VISITORS AT T. U.

ALUMNI REPORT

J uesday afternoon March 10th, we
(jri Sunday, and Monday, March 1
Mr. Chester Whitenack, a former
had the fourth and last number of
Tavlor students had a rare Taylor student, is working in Dayton,
students had a rare
our Lyceum Course.
Dr. S. Parkes a,'d .f th*
ComOWo for the
Maxwell Motor
Cadman was the lecturer. Dr. Cad- P™Hege. We had as our visitors, Mr. ^ Re w&s a member of the Cham.
man is a noted lecturer and preacher and Mrs. Chester Lewis who have jQn jjaxweu Basket-Bali Team of
and is at present president of the recently arrived in this country on thg cjty 0f Dayton this year.
Feneration of Churches of Christ, furlough after spending six years in
Miss Olive Groff, a former Taylor
His whole lecture was of a serious roiggjonaj-y
work in India. Also Dr. student, is employed in Indianapolis,
lade" Wlth ^P°^~ Gertrude Shoemaker one of the offi- Indiana. She visited Taylor
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ant ideas. There is no moment like the
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beginning moment. There is a pros°f the Volunteer Association of
pect of redeeming the time. We are Indiana, was with us. Brother Lewis
Nr. William Dunn is employed as
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His position is very interesting, he
wrong. This is a period of abnormal- ternoon' the college chapel services writes, and is considered quite a recy. It is a time when the common were 'n charge of the Volunteer Band, sponsible position, considering his
mind is stressed. We have a belief ii» A violin solo and a quartette number \outh.
demacracy.
v ere among the musical features of
Miss Miriam Teed, who was a TayA fatal blunder was made when re- the program. Instead of a sermon the
student foi three yeais, is teachligious teaching was put out of the service was made up of short testi_ «« school in Ashtabula Ohio In the
schools. In a desire to have a democsame school Audrey Elliott, formerly
racy people have neglected God. This momes from our visltors an<1 varlous Audrey Faulder, teaches Domestic
is a time of Christianity versus pa- "'embers of the band. Noteworthy a- Science. Mr. Raymond Elliott is
ganism and there is a possibility of a mong these were the condensed mes- teaching and coaching athletics in
return to paganism. It is necessary sages of Brother Steiner, Brother Geneva, Ohio, which is near Ashtabuto have a certain amount of religious and gister Lewis_ and Dr. Shoemaker. la"
laith. We as a country are a young Brother Lewis again spoke on India
Mr. Henry Casanas, who is rememorganization and our size is not an at the evening service at the Method- bered as 'the Cuban Champ', is emargument. The anxiety to be large is ig(; Church.
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Ho expects to work in Chicago, 111.
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Walter Whitemore is working near
plish great things. There is a serious "I'laying for our Missionaries". He Ottawa, Illinois. His brother, Harold
lack of religion. Our nation is liable gave us several suggestions as to Whitemore, is going to school near
to doom God always writes in a leg- wha(. to pray specifically for in con- 0ttawa"
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people are God's people and are our evening about the duties of a mission- Biblical Institute last Christmas, rerefuge to the end of time. New York ary In this, and in the preceding mes- reiving the Bachelor of Divinity debegan in prayer. We began with a sages, he brought out the practical «ree- He has since been appointed as
religious system and not a political nee(Js of India in a definite maJlner Supervisor of all the Spanish-Mexican
^fe.say. What hath God wrought. God
. .
.
work under the Methodist Church in
sent people forth in his time to build
These missionary services have a djgtrict which includes Indiana Hara democracy. It has cost us a great been a means of grace to us, and a bor, Gary, South Chicago and Chicadeal to be a nation. A common mind source of special inspiration to those go. Mr. O'Neil was married about a
is necessary for peace for days to of us who expect to do similar work year ago. He writes appreciatively of
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come.
Taylor.

We can live to ourselves. A fence
shuts out more than it encloses. Eur
ope is not dead, and is a part of all
that has ever been.
This is an age of the politician. We
need reconstructive hearts not fron
tiers. The Church is the mother of
the state, the only permanent struct
ure on earth. The secret of a great
state is sound learning and a deep
piety for mankind.
D. R. A.
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LOCAL NEWS
IN CHAPEL
Pray! Pray! Pray! Every student
Tuesday morning, we were privil
eged to have "Rev. Paul S. Rees as in Taylor a Christian by the end of
our chapel speaker. He is a member the spring revival.
Miss Betty Krause spent the week
cf the national team which has been
touring the country. He has been with end of March 6th at Angola, Indiana,
Dr. Paul for the last two months. He as the guest of Mr. Earl Gehman, a
is soon going to go to England and former student of Taylor.
Miss Eva Oliver spent the week
because of this trip we are unable to
have him with us for the first days of end at her home in Marion.
Rev. Paul Rees, from Pasadena,
oui spring revival.
P R O G R A M
He states first of all that he was California, spent a short visit at Tay
very glad to be here. He is from Pas lor last week. He brought a very in
I'iano Duet
adena,
California. In speaking of his spiring message to the students on
Dream Waltz
J. Gaynor.
home state he said that there were last Tuesday morning.
Everet Pittenger
Miss Evelyn Charpie, from Hobart,
three things for which California is
Miss Miller
noted: irrigation, fertilization and Indiana, was the guest of Miss Har
Piano
riet Shoemaker for several days.
Fair Spring Days
Porter exaggeration. He claims that our ed
Miss Helen Nofzinger, from Marion
Sunshine Bright
Porter ucation will not be complete until we
College, was the guest of her friend
take
a
post
graduate
course
in
the
Good Night Hymns
Porter
Miss Ada Rupp on Monday, March 16.
west.
Robert Bedwell
Mr. and Mrs. Wardwell were the
He
read
a
Scripture
Lesson
found
Violin
guest of their niece Miss Harriet
in
Paul's
lecture
to
the
Ephesians,
Sun of My Soul
Ritter
1:8—14, inclusive.
The text was Leisure.
Herbert Ayres
Mr. R. R. Batton, lawyer from Mar
found
in
Colossians
4:12,
the part of
Piano
ion gave a short talk in chapel on
the
verse,
"Stand
perfect
and
com
Teasing
Hannah .Smith
Tuesday morning.
Playful Hands ... Jane Mattingly plete in all the will of God." Observe
Mr. and Mrs. Eastman and daugh
that
there
is
a
marginal
reading
in
Helen Horner
ter Martha, from Marion, were the
the
text.
Incorporating
this
transla
Piano
guests of Miss Eva Oliver.
The Gypsies Are Coming, Rogers tion the text reads, stand complete
and
fully
assured
in
all
the
will
of
The Bird's Bath
SIDNEY LANIER AT JOHN
Dorothy Gaynor-Blake God.
HOPKINS
The
letter
from
which
the
text
is
Charles Taylor
One autumn day in 1879, one hun
just a fragment, was written by the
Cornet
Apostle Paul while he was in a Rom dred and fifty students crowded into
America
an prison.
With him at this time, Hopkins Hall, the then largest class
Kenneth Glasier
there
happened
to be a man who had room at John Hopkins University.
Piano
They had signed up for a course in
Lento
Porter served formerly as pastor of the
The Science of English Verse under
church
to
which
Paul
was
writing.
Ballade
Burgmuller
The Apostle in coming to the close of Sidney Lanier a pale civil war vet
Margaret Keller
his epistle, recalling for a moment eran whom Bayard Taylor had recent
Piano
Iris
Renard that his assurance in chains is well ly hailed "the country's newest poet."
known, turns and asks this man if Necks craned as he stepped to a plat
Victorine Paul
there is any message to send to those form; eyes rested with satisfaction on
whom he had formerly served. This the slender figure that fulfilled all the
man replied by saying, "Send my love conventional requirements as to the
WE WILL ALLOW A
and Christian greeting", then when appearance of a writer of verse—a
he had ended, Paul went on to make palid consumptive complexion, rest
a comment. "Epaphras who is with me less bright eyes, jet black hair and a
in jail, salutes you and I would know long flowing beard that rested grace
that he is always laboring fervently fully upon his breast.
to all Taylor U. Students on
When the university had opened—
for you in prayer. The burden is that
three
years before—President Daniel
you
may
come
to
stand
complete,
LADIES' READY-TO-WEAR
C.
Gilman
attempted to secure for
and
fully
assured
in
all
the
will
of
MEN S FURNISHINGS
Lanier
a
"nondescript"
chair of Poet
God."
The
word
translated,
is
labor
SHOES AND DRY GOODS
ing is a very strong term. It means ry and Music, but the trustees "did
The
literally agonizing with intense exer not see their way clear to it."
"See Us First"
cise of soul, the prayer passion of poet's only education, outside of what
heart is that you may come to know lie termed a "farcial" one of four
and to stand in the will of God com years at Oglethorpe University, an
pletely and with full assurance of oh! institution in his home state of
Georgia, had been a very un-academic
faith.
This is a subject of very intense one: gained as a Confederate soldier
interest to every child of God as sub- and an inmate of a Federal prison
(Continued on page 13)
(Continued on page 4)

JUNIOR MUSIC PRACTICE
REHEARSAL
A portion of the pupils in the jun
ior Department of the School of
Music enjoyed a short practice re
hearsal in Schreiner Auditorium on
the afternoon of March 10th.
The
program which follows was given un
der the direction of Miss Miller, head
of the Junior Department.

Special Discount
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to their orbits about the central sun. tiful and perfect attitude of the child
(Continued from page 3
jects of the divine will. Certain in Disobedient souls whose wills have of God, a perfect surrender to all the
It is thus we learn to
the fact of divine will, a simple con never been surrendered are like other will of God.
sideration of the fact that God has a solar bodies that know no normal or walk in the light of all the advanced
will, we have the implication of that bit and follow no eclipse, they do not revelation of the fullness of that will.
fact. We preach about it, speak about move with harmony in the system in For this reason, others who are en
exhuberance of joy
the divine will and sing about it. which they are supposedly a part. joying the first
What do we mean by it? The will of Jude calls our attention to this, call springing up into everlasting life that
God. If God is a person and He is, ing such souls wandering stars to they have found place in the divine
then He has a will, for there can be whom is reserved blackness and dark will and are eager to know what the
no personality without will. In the fin ness forever. Such have not come by will of God is.
Jesus commanded men to know the
al analysis the personality rivals pow voluntary submission into harmony
er to act, introduced by self consecra with the will of God. Then, rebelling, Spirit, who comes with new life to
tion and direction and is a personal start out in a careless way that is open new matters in God's great re
When we are in
truth whether an infinite or finite per bound to end in blackness and death deeming purpose.
son. It is not an incident but an essen because they have not the will of God. the will of God we have a desire to
tial to personality, that there be the Dife can hold nothing but ill, eternity be brought into being into perfect ad
power of self direction. God is a ven can promise nothing to the soul that justment of God's holy purpose. With
that purpose we are in condition to
turous God, an incalculable risk of misses the will of God.
In the will of God, in recognizing receive the revelation of that will of
enduring personality with freedom.
The end in view justifies this venture, it, and in free submission to the fact God as our expression of his na
for if man were less fallen he would of the divine will, here is where we ture. This will lead us to an advanced
got our start as a race, and speaking position in the will of God where the
be less free.
The reason why he has conscious of the whole human family in the will heart is made perfect in love, holy in
ness of spiritual responsibiliy is be of God, there is a region with definite the sanctifing grace of God, made poscause God has given him power to bounderies, the region of the divine iblc in Jesus and executed in the Holy
choose his own course, to captain his will. It is in that sphere that God Spirit. This is the will of God, your
What a beautiful sanctification.
own vessel. The freedom and power to started the race.
We are aware that Christ is anx
choose is man's select destiny.
We plan it was, what promise it held
know by experience, we believe that out for them, a paradise in the center ious to do God's will, and men should
God cannot be less moral than we. of the will of God. No sin to curse, no be always willing to receive all that
God is free in his unhandicapped per death to distroy, no sorrows to hurt is coming to him in the possibilities
sonality. The infinite center of self the heart, no darkness, no storms, no that are in the will of God.
consciousness and direction, His power hurricanes, no fiors to harm, no agues
Finally indeed and last as such,
to select, choose, limit, master and to shoot, no criminals to prosecute, as it is sensitive to hearts condition
create objectly and that concerns us. no scaffolds to erect, nothing here of regardng the will of God, we receive
and birds, sun forgiveness of sin and a position of
God's will is what He chooses in view loneliness; flowers
, of that power, what He plans and pur shining, brook babbling, all hope a brother, a privilege among those
God who are sanctified holy. Now every
poses and places in exercise by that dreaming, all love whispering.
power which is His, and God plans and talking, and man in the center of the thing in Him responds to the will of
purposes towards us with some high will of God. How did man get out and God. Before his desire to do the will
est dignity and achieves in it to put fall from this high and lofty love of of God was rivaled and was in conflict
ourselves in harmony with what God divine will ? He left it and fell from it with other desires. In the salifica
plans, purposes and chooses for us. losing it by a determined and deliber tion of the heart by divine power,
Nothing is higher than this, letting us ate purpose of his own. There is only there is a perfect response to the will
know and recalling to us, giving us one way by which he can get back of God. There is no rivalry now, for
to understand what God wants to into the will of God, by a deliberate the whole soul is last in view of His
propose. Knowing this is our privilege and determined purpose. As man did will and is yielded to Him. In that
and responsibilty to rise up and com not get out by accident or escape, plan of complete yieldedness to the
pare ourselves in every detail of life he will not get in by accident will of God, we know the fruits of
to every plan of God. There is nothing or blunder, not until his rebel will is His will as a result of being yielded
brought into voluntary submission to to him.
bigger than this.
We know the assurance of
God's will is supreme in the world the divine purpose. In perfect sub peace and enjoy that certainty that
of nature, and natural and material mission to God's purpose, God then is promised to them who are thus
law-, but when it comes to the moral can lead him on to the advanced pur yielded. Therefore the prayer is that
sphere, God is shut up to the neces poses.
we may stand complete and fully as
The child now stands complete in sured in all the will of God. Confi
sity of waitng upon us to fall in with
his plans, catching the note to adjust the will of God. It is one thing to be dence comes to a just person, and our
ourselves and then to be co-workers firm in the divine will but it is still assurance which can never be taken
with God.
All obedient souls have more an important thing to realize away.
come to recognize God's will and to the completeness of the divine will
We are fighting God's battle. War
yield themselves fully to it.
The then it is possible to find a place in fare of Jesus Christ deserves sacri
heavenly bodies of the solar systems the center of His redeeming purpose fice and love that one must possess
that illuminate the heavens at night for you. Purpose to obey God's pur to have peace.
This we have when
in perfect regularity and obedience pose for and to you. This is the beau
(Continued on page 7)
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ON THE JOYS OF HUNTING
Have you ever been hunting? Most
likely, you have—everybody no cloubt
has been hunting for something,
sometime in his life. But have you
ever hunted for real live game and
with a gun ? I might tell you how to
hunt mice and tell of several success
ful hunts for these squeaking little
creatures, but I fear that there are
some of you who have an instinctive
hatred for such animals. Possibly, I
could tell you about hunting coyotes
hut I have not had much experience
at that yet. Perhaps, some day when
1 am inclined to be lazy, and when I
have more time, I shall try my luck at
that sport. At present, however, I
feel that I could not follow a coyote
twenty miles over dry level ground,
to say nothing of trying to follow one
all day, up hill, down hill, and
through deep snow.
I might tell you of another kind of
hunting that I have heard much
abcut, but which 1 have never at
tempted because I would rather hunt
with a gun than with other weapons.
J refer to "dear" hunting. This kind
of hunting may be very interesting
but I prefer to tell you about some
thing with which I am familiar—
jack-rabbit hunting. I shall let others,
who have had more experience than
I, tell you about the joys of "dear"
hunting, But you know how it goes.
You start out with Cupid and let him
carry the arrows. You even let him
shoot, then-—but I promised that I
would tell you about jack-rabbit hunt
ing.
1 invite you, not to the whitened
mountains of Alaska, nor to the vast
plains of the far west, nor yet to the
forests of the north-land, but to a
little spot in northwest Iowa, where
in winter, the snow-covered hills roll
their white burdens into valleys;
where blizzards sweep with mighty
tread, and where jack-rabbits are

plentiful. I invite you here, not be
cause I think that this is the only
place to hunt jack-rabbits, but be
cause I know the habits and tricks
of the rabbit tribe in this section.
To hunt jack-rabbits successfully
it is best to have at least one gun.
However, if you can get close enough
to the rabbit without his seeing you,
you may be able to shell-shock him
with a large fire-cracker
or some
thing else that makes a noise like a
gun. Even then, you will have to be
a swift runner if you pick him up be
fore he discovers that it is a farce.
Personally, I prefer a gun; it is more
sure.
I once used a little repeating rifle,
an excellent gun, but not large enough
for jack-rabbits. Later I used an old
muzzle-loading gun but I never shot
any rabbits with it for several rea
sons. It was like the gun we read about—it did more harm to the one
shooting, than it did to the object at
which it was aimed. When I had it
loaded heavily, I wanted a steep hill
or a feather-bed behind, that I could
fall upon when I shot it. The feather
bed was too awkward to carry and
generally by the time I could find a
hill, the rabbit would be out of range.
I now have a gun that I like better
than any I have ever tried. It is an
old army gun. I want a hill in front
of me when I shoot this. It is safer
to others. While hunting jack-rabbits,
however, it is always easier to find a
hill in front than it is to find a suit
able one behind.
As a rule, the jack-rabbit hears you
coming and jumps up out of range of
an ordinary gun and sits on a sidehill about a half mile away. Then you
shoot at him. Of course, you are not
likely to hit him, but you have your
fun and I am sure that the rabbit
feels better than he does when you
are closer to him—the noise doesn't
hurt his ears at so great a distance.
No doubt, he even laughs at you. You
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have your sport; the rabbit has his.
I always like to have some one go
hunting with me—some one to scare
up the rabbits while I stand on a hill
and wait for it to come by. The rabbit
is curious then. Just whistle, and he
will stop to listen. If you are a good
shot and can hit him before his curi
osity is satisfied, he is yours. Other
wise, you may have more sport
shooting at long range.
Perhaps you think that shooting is
all the pleasure of the hunt, but that
is not true. You who've coasted down
kill as children know thrills of that
sort. You didn't know that such fun
was connected with hunting, did you ?
Well, it isn't unless you slip after
starting down hill. If you do slip and
start sliding, just imagine you are a
child. All will be well if there is not
a cliff at the bottom of the hill. If
there is about all you can do is to
hold tight to your gun-—if you still
have it—and go down, down, down.
If you don't land on snow or ice, you
most likely, will strike either ground
or water, perhaps all in succession,
snow, ice water, and ground, depend
ing, of course, upon your velosity, the
height of the bank, the depth of snow,
the thickness of ice. and the hardness
of the water. The ground will stop
you if nothing else does.
When you have finished your hunt,
should you have more rabbits than
you can rarry home, do not leave
them without a guard. They may dis
appear. No, they do not come back to
life often, but there are always crows
around waiting for a feast. If it is
dark you have nothing to fear from
crows, but coyotes roam about at
night and they like rabbit meat even
better than do crows.
The greatest joy comes the day af
ter the hunt—perhaps two days after,
all depending upon how much rabbit
you eat.
But I shall not tell you
about the joys of eating; that is quite
a different subject.
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STUDENT VOLUNTEER BAND

THE THALONIAN LITERARY
SOCIETY
"Without Money and Without the
Price" was the interesting subject of
the main feature on the program
given by the Thalonian Literary So
ciety Saturday March 7th.
Px-ofessor Pcgue, in typical Amer
ican style, related his various exper
iences while working his way through
two years of high school, four years
of college, and three years of semin
ary. He paid his wife a great tribute
for her bravery and her industry in
helping him through school. The au
dience was given a few good laughs
but left the auditorium feeling more
determined than ever to "fight on"
ami reach success. We students of
Taylor thank Professor Pogue for
his encouraging and inspiring re
marks.
Professor Pogue's lecture was preceeded by a pianologue which was ad
mirably executed by Aubry Dunsccmb; and was followed with the
reading of the "Review" by the editor.
Promptly at nine o'clock the audi
ence was dismissed to go to see the
final struggle between the Philo and
the Thalo basketball teams in the
gymnasium.
—The Thalo Reporter.
SOANGETAHAS
On March 7, Prof. Durfee gave the
5oangetaha Debating Ciub an inter:sting and helpful lecture on debatng. "Debating," said Prof. Durfee,
'helps the young person to form condetions more than any other one acivity in which he may engage.
It
ieips him to think and to know what
ie believes and why he believes it."
le then gave some thoughts upon
he subject or question for the de
late, the delivery of the debate, and
he judging of the debate. The club
fishes to thank Prof. Durfee for this
nstructive lecture.
The orders of the day on March 14

v as election of officers. The following
were elected for the spring term:
President
... Florence Beale
Vice president
Ethel Morton
Secretary
Viola Bruner
Ass't. Secretary
Edna Callahan
Treasurer
Dorothy Churchill
Censor
Ruth Draper
Ass't. Censor
Helen Ripley
Chaplain
Miriam Pugh
Critic
Frances "Rowland
Sei-g. at arms
Helen Brown
Reporter
Helen Nickel
We're back of you, new officers,
and you may count on us to co-oper
ate in making the spring term of
1925 the best term in the history of
the club.
—Reporter.
HOLINESS LEAGUE

The educational work in India that
the Women's Foreign Missionary So
ciety is doing was discussed by Miss
Cliesterman in the Volunteer Ban
meeting of March ninth. This report
was helpful in many ways to each
one present. The history of schools
in India, and the problems that the
schools have to meet were discussed.
Education in India is important.
Christ not only preached and healed
but taught as well. The schools of
India are doing wonders for the girls
there. Anyone who has a call to India
to do educational work should feel
that he is highly honored.
The meeting of March 16th was
helpful also. Miss Olive Speicher
sang, "He'll Take You Through."
How true the sentiment of this song
is. Just as Christ takes us through
our problems and difficulties here, He
will take us through the greater diffi
culties in other lands.
During the latter part of the hour,
Mr. Steiner told us about his trip to
the North Ohio Student Volunteer
Convention, a conference to which
he was invited to be speaker. Perhaps
the most important thing that he said
during his message was, "Each one
who goes to the foreign field needs a
message." Let us as Volunteers do
our best to find the message that we
aire to take to dying souls. Let us pre
pare ourselves with our studies but
let us not neglect our spiritual life.
Let us spend much time in prayer
during our days of preparation, that
we may be able to do things for God
when we are in a distant land.

"Holiness becometh Thine house,
0 Lord, forever." Holiness graces our
school, and gives life to the student
organization which holds its meetings
in Society Hall every Friday evening.
The meeting on March 13 was the
conclusion of a succesful term for the
League. Every meeting during the
term was filled
with song, prayer,
testimony, and exhortation, which in
PRAYER BAND
some instances led to the conversion
or sanctification of fellow students.
Our God is a mighty God.
He is
The following officers were elected ruler and creator of all. Yet in spit#
for the spring term:
of this greatness and omnipotence He
is a God who hears his children when
President
Willard McLaughlin
they pray. He is a God who answers
Vice-President
George Edie prayer.
Secretary
Helen Nichol
As the term comes to a close we
Song Leader
William Hawkes are forced to wonder if we have pray
Pianist
Dorothy Mattice ed enough, if we have done our best
Janitor
Russel Metcalf to win souls to Christ and if we have
done our best to make other's bur
Reporter
Manuel Alojado
dens lighter. Even though we may
We congratulate the officers of the have fallen short in many respects
past term for their faithful services, of what Christ would have us do,
and ask you to join us in prayer that let us gird on the armor of the Lord
God's hand may be upon those who and be overcomers this spring term.
Last Tuesday evening a beautiful
have been elected to lead in the work
of the League during the spring term. spirit of prayer was manifested in
—Reporter. the service. After the song service
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Miss Seavers read to us a passage
upon God's love to us and our love
to others. Then, as usual the remain
der of the evening was spent in
prayer.
Upon Tuesday evening March 17
the election of officers for the spring
term was held. Those elected were:
President
A. C. Rehme
Vice President
M. H. Jones
Secretary
Miss Breland
Reporter
Miss French
Pianist
Miss Ripley
Choirster
Mr. MacMurray
Janitor
Henry Texter
Supt. of Personal Work
A. N. Christenson
—A. Rehme, Reporter.
THE MINISTERIAL ASSOCIATION
The Association has been holding its
weekly meetings every Wednesday
evening from 6:30 to 7:30 and has
furnished much inspiration and in
struction to those who have attended
the meetings. Rev. Mr. Harris gave
an inspirational message at one of
these meetings, while at another
Harold Ockenga spoke about the
greatest enemy of all preachers of
the full gospel, Satan, who is in con
trol of the spiritual powers of dark
ness in high places.
The preliminary preparation for
Spring Revival has been intrusted to
the Ministerial Association and they
have planned to carry out a series of
prayer-meetings culminatng in an all
night prayer-meeting before the first
of the special meetings.
As we enter the work of the Spring
Term the Association covets the co
operation and prayers of the whole
school that every student may be a
Christian and that each one may be
fully consecrated to the work of the
Lord.

rase the question.
When you come
to the crisis hour when all is yielded
to God there comes a confidence, an
assurance, a fixedness that you are in
the will of God. You can know
God, can know the Holy Spirit,
can know you have been born again,
have been sanctified, and can know
that you have found God's purpose
for your individual life.
You can
know this without borrowing assur
ance from any outside source.
In the will of God the soul is at
rest.
The greatest thing that can
come to us is to loose ourselves in the
revealed will of God. Only can you ac
complish what is worth while when
you are in the center of the will of
God. We can rest on certainties and
not on speculation. We can come to
the place where our hearts rest upon
certainties, we can be assured that we
have found the will of God. We should
be satisfied with nothing less than
God's plan and purpose and may the
God of peace fill you with all joy and
peace in the, believing.
STUDENT LIFE IN NORWAY
(Continued from last issue)
Classical Studies of Latin and Greek
Crowded Into Background.

Before taking their final examina
tions all students must submit to a
so-called "preliminary test" an ex
amination in philosophy and Latin.
The amount of philosophy required
is the same for all. while the amount
of Latin varies. The theologians, in
addition to rather heavy requirements
in Latin, also have to show some
knowledge of Greek and Hebrew. Ex
cept for these "preliminary tests"
the study of Greek and Latin is veryrare at the University. The classical
languages have been crowded into the
background in Norwegian schools,
and as a consequence do not find many
devotees in the University. It is
evident that the present and the fu
(Continued from page 4)
ture appeal more strongly to the de
we are in the will of God. How beau
scendants of the Vikings than the
tiful is it to know that there is no
thing between you and God, nothing past.

that separates us from God.
There are vast fields of knowledge
that we can never know, but we
can know some things. You can know
that you have found your place in
the center of God's eternal purpose,
and can rest there in sublime confi
dence, knowing that we have found
ourselves in the will of God. These
things we can know beyond the shad
ow of a doubt. God purposes to e

The students have at their disposal
study-rooms with small special li
braries, besides the large, well-equip
ped University library with its read
ing-rooms. The library, which is sit
uated about fifteen
minutes' walk
from the main buildings, is of recent
date, while the older buildings—with
their simple and beautiful classical
style—are from the middle of the
nineteenth century.
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Shortage of Clergymen, Teachers, Jur
ists and Physicians Now Felt.
Fifteen or twenty years ago the
number of students was so great in
proportion to the requirements of the
country that many young men and
women who had taken their degrees
and left the University had difficulty
in finding positions. It became neces
sary to advise against the study of
some subjects, as there was danger of
an "academic proletariat." It soon
appeared, however, that this fear was
unfounded, and today there is, in
fact, a shortage of clergymen, teach
ers, jurists and physicians. A large
percentage of the young people of
Norway during the war years pre
ferred to enter business, which was
more inviting from the money-making
standpoint. Now that a period of de
pression has set in the number of
students at the University is again
increasing and it can go on increas
ing for a long time yet without giv
ing reason to fear the development
of an "academic pholetariat." There
is plenty of work for all, although it
may be true that the salaries of of
fice-holders
with an academic educa
tion do not always compare favorably
with those of the class of "unskilled
labor."
In this article is merely dealt with
conditions at the University
of
Christiania, which is the only Nor
wegian university, in the strict sense
of the word. However, at the two
scientific high schools, the Technical
High School at Trondhjem and the
Agricultural High School at Aas,
near Christiania, the life of the stu
dents takes forms which in many re
spects resemble those of the student
life in the capital. At the Scientific
Museum at Bergen, on the west coast,
which in a few years probably shall
be Norway's second university, a dis
tinct student life has not as yet been
developed. This is not due to the
heavy rainfall of that historic city,
but rather to the present scarcity of
students.

Students, Keeping Reputed Clever
ness, Take Care Not to Over-Work.
The Norwegian students have a
reputation of being a very clever and
intelligent lot, but they take care to
avoid any tendency to

over-study.

They arrange their day so that they
find plenty of time to cultivate young
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OUR SCHOOL SPIRIT

sounds in his faithful old—what is it,
Rolls Royce?—which brought home
old Tiger and his Cubs, students hail
ed from all directions and congregat
ed in front of the dining hall. We gave
yells for our school, for the debating
teams, the debators individually, and
for everyone we could blame for the
victory.
About this time the band
came down the avenue playing our
loyalty song.
We were sort of timid at first, be
cause we hadn't done anything like
this for a long time.
But when we
each discovered that everyone else
was "game", we all turned loose for a
good time. Barber Lindell headed the
line for a Snake Dance, and com
menced by ambulating through the
dormitories in a continuous chain of
hilarious humanity; in the front door
and out the side door, and across the
street to serve the same verdict upon
the next hall, went the procession.
Swallow-Robin and Sickler were like
two buttons dangling on a string.
Our course was down the street to get
Dean Glasier. But Dr. Ayre's Ford
Sedan obstructed our way, so we just
went through it. There was on the line
then two buttons and an empty spool.
(Pardon me Gib.) Well, we got the
Dean and came back to the corner.
While the band played several old
favorites, each one of the six debat
ors and Dean Glasier had a prominent
seat—comfortable or otherwise—up
on the shoulders of two huskies. Then
we called for a speech, and the Dean
was the happy victim. He commended
our enthusiasm and told us how the
judge the night before, had been very
favorably impressed by our fine
school spirit, and that this spirit,
through inter-collegiate debating was
winning favor for the school all over
the country. Before the company dis
banded we paused a moment to thank
Providence for the kindness to us and
for the prospects for a Greater
Taylor.
Since that time our teams have de
bated North Manchester and Marion
College, and we regret, but are not
ashamed, to say that we were defeat
ed both times. But we have not lost
our pep; we are still back of the boys,
for they did their best. Angels can
do no better.

would have realized that they had
made a false accusation, for we prov
We, the students of T. U. have been en to the world that we do have a un
accused of having no school spirit; i. ified school spirit. Perhaps the reason
e. no unified school spirit for boosting that it. had not been shown before is
and encouragng our institution. This that there has been no occasion this
was meant, no doubt, as an insinua year, up until this time, to exhibit
tion that we seriousuly lacked Inter- it.
Inter-Collegiate debating is the en
Collegiate Athletics. We have enjoy
ed this year, a more wholesome spirit chantress that has awakened our
of friendly rivalry in our Intra-Mural hypnotized enthusiasm. We suffered
Athletics than some schools have our first serious attack on Saturday
with inter-collegiate sports And we 'ippjSra-iCquoAri A'.itiraqo^ 'uooujayi;
could manifest that same spirit if we when our negative team came back
engaged in athletic contests with victorious from Earlham College. Our
other schools.
But, however much affirmative team had defeated Earlsome of us would like to have inter ham's negative team here the night
collegiate athletics, that is not to be before, so we had a double celebration.
our subject at present. We can estab We had planned to meet the hoys in a
On the night the boys went to
group when they arrived, so when
lish our case without it.
North Manchester about fifty of our
Had our accusers been with us for "Chuck" turned loose the blustering,
number went over to root for them.
the last four or five
weeks they clamorous propagator of non-musical
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Judge Scott admired the way we took
defeat. He apreciated our sports-man
-ship. While over there, someone was
heard to say, "Those folks are as en
thusiastic about debating as most
schools are about athletics."
Who says we have no school spirit?
—B. O'Riginal.

much favored society game, and "mar
vellous Molla," who for years has held
the American tennis championship,
started her academic as well as her
racket career in the city of Christiania.

(Continued from page 7)
people's inborn inclination for divertisements.
Among these dancing
ranks highly, and it is a curious fact
that in spite of the student intellectualism referred to above the dance
bastard by the name of jazz seems to
have gained some popularity. To be
true, the students are not as blase
as some other classes of the popula
tion that do not find jazzing sufficient
ly correct and hyper-modern except
the music is exercised by a directly
imported negro band. To counter
balance such tendencies, hoever, the
students have their famous sports in
which more and more they are at
taining true mastership.
Pioneers in Skiing, Norwegians
Taught Sport to Nations of Europe.
The Norwegians particularly excel
in winter sports, like skiing, skating,
and tobogganing, and the students
have a number of clubs and organiza
tions for cultivation of these -sports.
In skiing Norway was the pioneer
country in the world, its mountain
sides and forest-hills affording excel
lent opportunity for the use of skis.
In fact, the Norwegians taught the
sport to the Swiss, the Swedes, and
other European nations and for years
it has been young men of Norwegian
birth or ancestry who have excelled
in skiing and ski-jumping in Amer
ica and Canada. In skating also the
Norwegians have had a well-estab
lished fame for a number of years,
and the academic youth of Norway is
proud to know that the skating re
cord for one of the international dis
tances is held by a Norwegian stu
dent (Harald Strom.) Of the sum
mer sports sailing and rowing are the
most popular and the students' clubs
in these fields have won quite a few
trophies of glary during latter years.
One of the leading academic sports
men is Crown Prince Olav, the 20year-old heir to the Norwegian throne,
who is an expert ski-jumper and
yachtsman, having won several dis
tinctions already in these fields. Rug
by football is steadily gaining in
popularity, whereas baseball is alto
gether unknown. Lawn tennis is a

Sports form a distinctive feature
of Norwegian academic life. Every
student, so to speak, goes skiing in
the winter time in the beautiful en
vironments of the Norse capital, and
on the whole the students are very
active out-of-door people. They have
their cottages in the snow-clad pine
forests adjoining the city, and in the
evening, after a day in the open, they
sit around the cottage fireplace
with
a moderate anti-Volstead "toddy" in
front and tell stories or speculate over
various aspects of human life.
The women also are active in outof-door sports and an observer would
hardly recognize the pale and spec
tacled and cramming lady student
when she dashes skiing down the hills
on a Sunday, with cherry cheeks,
shining eyes and flying
hair, and in
her colorful sport attire that has often
laid aside the skirt and compensated
it with a set of attractive knickers.
Foreigners wonder frequently what is
the reason of Norwegian women's
healthy and pretty appearance. Un
doubtedly it must be attributed, to a
large extent at least, to the invigor
ating outdoor life they are leading.
But so much for the lady students.
Certainly they could inspire one to
write at unlimited length of their
charming characteristics, but though
they may be the rulers of the heart
they are not as yet, directly at least,
the rulers of the world. However,
they seem to share the interest in
politics that is so manifest in their
masculine colleagues.
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peace of justice which many had hop
ed for. The radicalism
of
Nor
wegian students is, of course, not
clarified, and yet it may be said that
its deepest source is an idealism

which the nation can not out rejoice
at
seeing in its young men and wom
Out-of-door Life Secret of Vitality of
en.
Young Men and Women.

Radicalism of Undergraduates Has
Deepest Source in dealism.
Fifteen or twenty years ago it
seemed that a majority of the Nor
wegian students were conservative in
their political opinions, but the World
War and the revolutions in Germany
and Russia have worked a change.
The radical ideas of our time have
found many adherents in student cir
cles, and even Bolshevism has its
representatives. One factor in chang
ing the prevailing point of view has
been disappointment that the peace
of Versailles did not seem to be the

t ELSEWHERE !

;

i

JAPANESE STUDENTS TURN THE
OTHER CHEEK
On Riverside Drive, New York, near
Columbia University, stands the In
ternational House where 1,200 stu
dents from all over the world partici
pate in the most real sort of interna
tional education.
While some of the Japanese stu
dents, embittered and disheartened by
the United States exclusion law with
drew from the house others are turn
ing the other cheek by staging three
Japanese plays. With the proceeds of
these plays they hope to establish a
scholarship for an American student
in a Japanese University. This effort
is called "The Brotherhood Scholar
ship Fund Movement" and it is hoped
that $1,500 will be raised to send an
American
student to Japan for
one year.
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS STRIKES
OIL
One American university need not
bother with endowment drives. That
is the University of Texas. It is the
owner of 2,080,000 acres of land of
which more than 100,000 acres are
under oil development. Every month
$50,000 is turned over to the univer
sity as a royalty for the oil produced
on its land.
Furthermore, the development is
still going on and it may not be long
before the university will be receiv
ing $200,000 a month. It is not known
how much of the land is oil-bearing
as only the 100,000 acre block has
been exploited so far.
The money from oil may not be
used in the maintenance of the uni
versity. Under a bill that was recently
passed this revenue is placed to the
credit of a holding fund and all will
be used in the erection of new build-
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ings and in making improvements "MILLIONS FOR GREATER
nine inches from the ground, elbow
about the university grounds.
DENISON' length sleeves and closely fitted colAlmost all of the land owned by
'
lars.
the university is leased to ranchmen
Denison University (Ohio) is in a
Those who fail to comply with this
for grazing purposes.
The income bubbub, reports the Ohio Wesleyan ruling will not be permitted to attend
from this source nets the university Xranscript. A11 because of an innocent class.
approximately $229,000 a year.
looking slogan, "Millions for greater
After the meeting President PresDenison but not a dime for carfare." cott said:
PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE
«The mode) girl should be incon.
For this perversion of a noble old
saying President Clark W. Chamber- spjcous jn her mode of dress that
Nine members of the staff of the iain administered the "dignified rele wiu not remember her for her
2™?^ of Southern California bukc" of withdrawing college support cl(,thes but for her personality."
TROJAN are to have practical ex- from an student activities, except
perience in journalism. For a short athletics.
time they will edit the FULLERTON ' .
.
.
., .
,
INTERCOLLEGIATE GLEE CLUB
Se™ral
a?° something hapTRIBUNE, the newspaper of a Los
CONTEST
Angeles suburb. Not only will the pened to the De™son heatlag plaat
editorial work be taken over but mem- and the ent\re coIIe|«
forced to
——
bers of the advertising class
take a vacation.
Students insisted
Amassing a total of 249 3-5 points
write, sell and arrange display ad- that this was not their xault and cm of a possible o00 the Yale Glee
vertising giving the university stu- that the college should have paid Club won the fourth annual interco cents complete charge of everything their railroad fare h°me' Thl® de" locate contest held at Carnegie Hall,
but the actual printing and deliver- mand was voiced at the «rst chapel New York, March ,. Princeton came
.
meeting after the vacation ended.
second with 223 2-5 points, and the
Other papers are to be edited durA shower of coins greeted the pres- University of Missouri third with 221
ing the few weeks.
idents reply that the school had no pwnt®- Fourteen college cIubs partlc^
money and that he did not break the ipated.
The Oxford Debating team, while furnace. There was also a shower of
Two microphones on the stage
in this .country, was asked for its wise cracks, disconnected phrases broadcasted the entire program. The
opinion of American college life.
such as: fixing furnaces in the sum- hall was packed and standing room
Concerning fraternities the three mer time," "a stitch in time saves em- was sold out even before the singing
Englishmen voiced unanimous disap- barrassing expenses," "millions spent started.
proval. J. D. Woodruff, leader of the for chapels, stadiums, marble lavaghould Yale win again next year
Oxford team, said:
tones or laboratories, etc, and, final- ^ wouW haye WQn for the third CQn.
"The college fraternities seem to '> > that last ®traw^tha* aforeme"
secutive time and the Challenge Cup,
exist to force their members into a ed Phrase which
ranscrip pre- nQw jn the custody 0f the Yale Glee
mound," said Woodruff. "The pressure dicts wl11 g0 reverberating. ro mg Qub would remain permanently in
on the individual is tremendous. aad ricocheting down the corridors of
possession.
Every tangent and every angle that time.
„
,j
, ,.
.
^
, t
. .
At the conclusion of the evening all
would make him stand out as an mDr. Chamberlain, in turn enumer- . ,,
.,
,. ,
,,
, .
,.
^
- ,
..
, ,,
'
„ . ,,
.
of the clubs assembled on the platoividua is removed One fraternity ated "numerous offences of the stu- form
Kremser's
unite
man told me that they took in only dent body, recalling certain incidents
Thanksgiving". Over five
the boys who gave promise of doing on a trip to Dayton taken by the Uni/
.
°
something big.' That, to me seems ap- versity band last fall during which 'U"re |olces J1"e 1
,,
palling. It implies a scramble for a 672 hotel towels disappeared.
The colleges that competed in the
f
certain sort of success that crowds
contest were as f°ws: Amherst,
- ,, n
,
r i-r
Columbia, Dartmouth, Fordham, Harout some o
le nes v
No more shall the gaudy bespan- card, Middlebury, New York Univer'"contrasting the American plan of gIed sister outshine her less showy sity, University of Missouri, Univeruniversity with the English, Woodruff b"t more worthy roommate m at least sity of Wisconsn, Wesleyan and Yale.
said, "There is a genial tolerance at one institution of higher learning in
...................
Oxford for students who would rath- the United States. The girl with a $
i
er talk than work. American colleges heart of pure gold will win recogni- ;
j
are over organized, and students are tion and attention and the glistering ? x
p
<f
ro \
too earnest for high scholarship. It is sham will be stripped of her pretense | LOy JTUTIUtUre <^0, |
a great mistake to do everything too at Umon College, College View, Ne- ^
^
well. There are many things that, al- braska. The co-eds at Umon were re- ?
|
though they are worth doing, are not cently given four days to get rid of j
j
ab rougc' ''P sticks, short skirts and j
worth doing well."
\ye can satisfv vou in our line j
taste for low necked dresses. President W. W. ?
?
Mr5nn, bave a
Few persons
.
p
.. addressing a "girl's only
i
Come in and give us a chance :
oa y ;
scholarship, which is of no more lm- Piescott, addressing a
i
portance in itself than a taste for meeting, delivered the ultimatum de- ;
t
doughnuts or cabbage, it is a mistake manding that the girls garb them- ?
UPLAND. INDIANA
for a college to try to force education selves in conformity with the follow- j
|
to ? student"
ing: regulations: Skirts no more than
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PHILO THALO GIRLS' SERIES
and a silence of excitement was felt.
On the evening of March the sixth, Every player played for all he was
the girls teams of the Literary soci worth, not reserving any energy.
eties met in their third contention as Clean play was manifest through out
to who would be mistress of the pill. the game.
The Philos having won the two former
Every quarter ended with a point
games were anxious to end the series or two difference one way or the
and the Thalos were fighting for life. other. Four points was the highest
The Philos were not very confident of lead either team held at any time in
winning when they entered the game the game. The playing was a fight
because of the handicap of one of to the finish as this game also was
their best players being absent. being played for the final of a ser
Things for the first half appeared de- ies. When every man was exhausted
cidely against them, the score being and could scarcely hold himself erect,
2 to 12 in favor of the Thalos.
the whistle blew, the game was over
To start the second half a decided and wild cheers shook the Philo
change in the Philo line up appeared stands. They had won the game and
and a whirlwind comeback such as the series was over. The score was 22
has never been known in Taylor Bas to 19. Also the Philos won five out of
ket-Bail history, was staged. Neither the seven games played.
team knew who had won until the
Line up
whistle blew and the scorekeeper an
Philo
nounced the Philo's victors of the
Shilling
R. F.
4
game and series by a score of 17 to 16.
Shultz
L. F. 11
Line up
Ay res
C.
Philo
Eicher
C.
4
Irene Kletzing
10 R. F.
Boyle
•R. G.
Neva Kletzing
7 L. F.
Wing
L. G.
3
Bertha Phillips
J. C.
THALO
Rachael York
S. C.
Kinnamon
R. F.
9
Evelyn Duryea
R. G.
Naden
R. F.
Miriam Pugh
L. G.
Jackson
L. F.
4
Doris Shaw
Sub.
Reed
C.
2
THALO
Kardotski
R. G.
4
Mabel Dunscombe
10 R. F.
Culp
L. G.
Avis Lindell
6 L. F.
Miss Gleason
J. C.
Miss Dorothy Dickson
S. C.
IN MARION
Miss Wilma Love
R. G.
Mabel Landon
L. G.
PHILO-THALO BOYS' SERIES
Tea Thalo, Yea Philo, for the final
game of the inertsociety Basket Ball
Series. When the gold and black; and
the blue and white clad players came
out on the floor to warm up before
the fray the grand stands went wild
with cheering and as the whistle blew
for the start every player was tense

LADIES' READY-TO-WEAR
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f i
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& Company
The Best Place to shop after all

"Marion's Greatest Style Center"
Quality Merchandise Only
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Phone 384
402 Glass Bldg-.
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DINE AT KEEVER'S C^FE
With Steam Table service. Hot
Sandwiches at all hours and
Coffee for the nervous
Our dinner lunch is 25c

f
f
£
i
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CLUB CAFE

camp. But by 1879 he had acquired a
name as a poet and musician ana had
fitted himself for his work by inten
sive private study. In addition to the
series of lectures, he had a small
class that met twice a week.

ATKINS PRODUCTS
COMPANY

In view of recent experiments of
the same sort, evidence as to how the
students reacted to a poet-professor
is of interst. One Hopkins student
who attended Sidney Lanier's classes
wrote:

ICE CREAM, MILK, CREAM.

"I connot distinctly recall the top
ics taken up or the method followed,
except that most of the hours consist
ed of extended readings by Mr. Lanier
with all sorts of interjected remarks,
often setting aside the reading alto
gether. That the course was a real
source of intellectual profit to me I
cannot doubt, but not in the form of
definite information or systematized
opinion. The benefit lay in a subtle
expansion of the power of apprecia
tion and an indefinable exaltation of
the instincts of taste that I since
learned were more precious than any
precise increment of cold knowledge."
Lanier lectured at John Hopkins
for two winters. Tortured by a con
sumptive fever which dated from the
unhealthy Federal prison, the poet
cut his second series of lectures short
in the spring of 1881. Weak with fev
er, his voice during the second year
at Hopkins was so feeble that those
who heard him "listened with a sort
of fascinated terror, as in doubt
whether the hoarded breath should
suffice to the end of the hour. He died
in the fall of '81.
—The New Student.
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Charles S. Clark, D. D. S.

STUDENTS

Dentistry and Oral Surgery
i I
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Hartford City Indiana

421-422 Marion National Bank
Phone 246

Marion, Ind.

W E I L E R'3
The Home Of Quality Merchandise
Where you always do better

A Complete Department Store
HARTFORD CITY, INDIANA

CUT PRICES
ON DRY GOODS. SHOES
RUBBERS AND
GENTS FURNISHINGS

P. R. McREYNOLDS
Cut Price Store

Upland, Indt

Res. Phone 52
CHAS. A. SELLERS, M. D.
Internal Medical and X-Ray
Diognosis

Res. Phone 788
A. E. NEWLAND, M. D.
Surgery

Drs. Sellers and Newland
With particular attention to Diabetes and
Port. X-Ray for Bedside Use

Diseases of

Masonic Bldg.

the Heart.

Hartford City
i

»

TAYLOg UNIVERSITY ECHO
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Law On Their Side.
Pa—"I see by the paper that a
Chicago merchant has failed to com
pel the clerks in his store to wear
long-sleeved gowns."
Ma—"How's that?"
Pa—"The Constitution guarantees
the right of the people to bear arms."
"What will this exam cover?"
"About two blue books."
Mildred Radaker—"O Martha, some
one kissed me in the parlor."
M. Lindsay—"Where's that lo
cated?"
Millie—"I mean, my neck's in the
parlor. I was kissed on my neck in
the parlor."
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For years and years the

r
|

manufacturer of

J
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Allto Hint.
j
rrn
jn
Wear a large hat instead of a cap.|
1»
U S»
A hat protects your ears as you go j
j
through the windshield.—Tom Sims' f
CLYSS JEWELRY
*
Newspaper.
I
i
i
The prosecuting attorney was ex
amining a Negro witness.
"Now Mose," he said, "tell us what "f"*
you know of this fight."
f
f
"Well, boss, I think
"
i
n
pa
Of*'
"Never mind what you think, just | [J^
Qfi f*9TIS
i
tell us what you know."
T
f
"But boss, I ain't no lawyer. I j Optometrists & Eye Specialists |
cain't talk widout thinkin'."
i
|
? For Spectacles and Eye Glasses |
Distracted wife at bedside of sick |
i
husband—"Tell me, doctor, is there i When you *et 'em of Dr. Farris |
any hope at all?"
I
they are O. K.
?
Doctor "I dunno, madam. Tell me j
MARION !
E Fourth g
first what you are hoping for."
•
j
*
i

Tom—"Dad, do you remember you
promised me five dollars if I passed
Martha Kern—"I had a notion to
in school this year?"
sew up his pockets too."
Dad—"Yes."
P. Polhemus—"What for?"
Tom—"Well, you won't have that
Martha—"To keep out the moths."
expense."

Upland State Bank

"I came to collect a bill from your
Ralph—"Daddy, has Mel Tinker
dad. Is he in?"
lost a pair of legs?"
"You're too late, ma collected his
Dad—"Why, of course not, Ralph."
Ralph—"Then why did he say he'd last bill last night."
have to find his sea legs when he got
Don't tell everything you know.
on board ship?"
Keep some for seed.
One night the Bartlett twins went
Melvina Gleason—"Speech is sil
to L. Manning, who was half asleep,
ver."
to borrow his alarm clock.
Avis Lindell—"That depends upon
A1—"Say, Manning, where's your
who is talking."
alarm clock?"
Manning—"Up at the main build
"I Love Me."
ing."
Jim—"Oh, go on. It is not."
Lynn Mosser (looking at his latest
Manning (extending his empty photograph just received from Hockett's)—"Oh, dear me."
hands)—'IHere it is."

lipland, Indiana
CAPITAL $25,000.00
Surplus and Profit $8,000.00
I. M. MILLER. President
E. L. BRAGG. Cashier

I. C. RHONEMUS
T

t
When you see a boy of ten years
Helen Nickel—"Our stove smokes •
j
with a clean face and his hair care- all day and goes out at night."
j
fully combed, it's a safe bet that his
Bert Eicher—"Just like some husbirthday is not far off.
bands."

DENTIST
Phones: Office 112, Res. 112-R2
Cooley Blk.
HARTFORD CITY, IND.
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Wesley Draper—"What's the matter with your foot?"
|
Squire thinking he said CAR)— f
"Why, I had a puncture and two i
blowouts."
i

L. J. Mc ATEE «Sc CO.

f

Picture Framing
Artists Supplies and Mirrors

Jack—"My father is a numismat- ?
ist."
|
Teacher—"Why, Jack, a numismat- j
ist is a collector of coins!"
|
Jack—"Yes, miss, that's what my |
312 S. BOOTS STREET
father is. He's conductor on a street t
•
car."—Exchange.
i

MARION, INDIANA

That's the One.
"Is Mr. Perkins at home?" inquir
ed a caller.
"Which one, sir? There are three
brothers living here," said the maid.
For a moment the caller looked
puzzled, then he had an idea. "The
one who has a sister living in St.
Louis," he explained.—The
Watch
man-Examiner.

Grant Trust <Sc Savings Co.
'THE BANK OF THE PEOPLE''

Marion, Indiana

Sporting Goods
Physicians' Supplies

Toilet Sundries
Stationery
PIONEER DRUG STORE

TODAY

The

(By Nixon Waterman)
We shall do so much in years to come,
But what have we done today ?
We shall give our gold in a princely
sum,
But what did we give today ?
We shall lift the heart and dry the
tear,
We shall plant a hope in the place of
fear,
We shall speak with words of love
and cheer,
But what have we done today ?
We shall be so kind in the after while,
But what have we been today ?
We shall bring to each lonely life a
smile,
But what have we brought today ?
We shall give to truth a grander birth,
And to steadfast faith a deeper worth,
We shall feed the hungering souls of
earth,
But whom have we fed today ?

ORVILLE ALLEN

DENTIST
Phone 2858
Marion, Ind.
X-Ray Equipment
508 Marion National Bank

Stare

Upland,

Indiana

Kodaks
Books

Paints
Wall Paper

CLOTHING, FURNISHINGS AND SHOES
FOR MEN AND BOYS

Cronin & Chalfant
The Home of Hart, Scha ffner & Marx Clothes
HARTFORD CITY. INDIANA
Special Discount given to Taylor University Students

H O O V E R ' S
THE LEADING HOME FURNISHERS
Cash—or—Credit
Hartford City
Indiana

S E E - -
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K. E. Maynard
For BIBLES

1 I

» i

DR. F. L. RESLER
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
Office Over Postoffice
Phones: Office 1132; Res. 104
Upland Indiana

i
I
?
?
i

Taylor University
"The College that Cares for the Soul"

Where people from all sections have delightful fellowship.
Where verified science is taught without vain philosophies.
Where the word of God is "the man of our counsel."
Where the highest collegiate standards are sanely interpreted.
Where the love of righteousness and the evangelistic passion
are instilled.
Where the young people find their sentiments favored, with
out the snares of modern vice.
Where scores have received their vision and accepted their
call for life.

For catalogue, address Taylor University, Upland, Ind.

